What Does the Public Think of Dr. Oz’s Hit Job on Black Salve ?
S08-E155 : Airing Wednesday, May 10, 2017 ?
May 12, 2017 @ 8 p.m. CST -- A good indicator of what the general public thought of Dr. Oz’s
coverage of the subject of Black Salve may be found on his own website :
http://www.doctoroz.com/episode/black-salve-dangerous-home-cancer-treatment-being-soldonline?video_id=5423176179001#comments
Out of 48 comments – all of which are listed below using “cut and paste” except for one “getrich-quick” piece of spam – 37 were positive of Black Salve and critical of Dr. Oz, 3 were
neutral, 7 were “off topic,” and then there’s that one deleted spam – the only one I deleted from
the list. I’ve reproduced the rest below without any modifications to the posted text –
misspellings, grammar errors, and all . . .
So . . . how many posts were supportive of Dr. Oz’s position and that of the FDA, AMA, Big
Pharma and the rest of the Medical Industrial Complex?
Not even one.
It even shocked me. Take a look . . .
Greg Caton
May 12, 2017
[ Note : the thread at this point begins with three posts by a “Cee Smith” which are ‘off topic. You may
wish to skip these first three posts and they are irrelevant to the subject at hand. ]

Cee Mitch ·
Works at Ferris State University
Dr Oz, I have never bought anything for cures off the internet, I'm a 61 yr old g- ma of 5 , this is my story.
About 8 yrs ago it started with dozens of small pimple like bumps, covered my upper back, the itch is
indescribable, nothing like I've ever experienced. I went to the Dr convinced, something is biting me,
lice, bugs, Dr says no but gives me a lice tx anyway and says not to touch, well tx didn't work, and not
touching was Impossible, my back is unrecognizable, moved up my neck and down both arm's and legs. I
live in a small town, so we have a wondering Dermatologist that comes to town...See More
Like · Reply · May 9, 2017 10:50am

Cee Mitch ·
Works at Ferris State University
I also need to add, last year I went to an old family Dr, and he's the only one to ever do a Real Biopsy,
Not just the plunger type, the spot to biopsy was totally random, so I picked the one that really was
bothering me , back of RT leg, results came back, Cancer, squemis cell and states that he got it all, not
sure how he knows that ??? Without further examination, Question 2 , What about the other 100 sores
?? Never been biopsyed again, also had another Dr throw my samples in the garbage, also MSU called
me about a trial, heavy metals in system... Never heard back, I hope this helps you un...See More
Like · Reply · May 10, 2017 8:41am

Cee Mitch ·
Works at Ferris State University
And YES, I would gladly travel to your show, NO Problem ...

Like · Reply · 2 · May 10, 2017 10:49am

Tammy Petruccelli ·
Independent Distributor at Young Living Essential Oils
I have to comment that I used black salve with great progress. Removed a 10 x 7 mm tumor from
my breast in less than 10 days. It is healing beautifully. You said yourself on the show that this
was used into the 1970's by licensed trained doctors. Most people that are having all the negative
issues are using it incorrectly or not as recommended or without training. I was blessed to have
someone walk me through it. Of course I am using other alternative treatments to be sure the
cancer is not spreading within my body and so far, all natural no mets. I naturally cleared tumors
from 4 lymph nodes. I'm sorry but it is a shame that the other side wasn't presented. The many
with positive results and the science behind how it works.
Like · Reply · 17 · May 10, 2017 9:37am

Kathy Matthew

Absolutely Tammy! Im very upset that Dr Oz has acted like a pharmaceutical shrill on this topic
- there are literally 1000s who have used this sucessfully and use it regularly for many things DOING IT THE RIGHT WAY and through a reputable source (or in our case, making our own
sucessfully)
I wish he would have approached this subject differently - makes you wonder who has an issue
with it all - but got both sides of the stories and balanced

Like · Reply · 8 · May 10, 2017 5:12pm

Mike Taylor
Kathy Matthew what r reputable sources & what is the right way to use this? i've heard good &
bad & don't know what to believe.
Like · Reply · May 10, 2017 11:27pm

Gail Carlile
Mike Taylor
Like · Reply · 1 · May 11, 2017 1:23am
Show 2 more replies in this thread

Janice Sachs ·
Legal Assistant at McCarthy & Holthus, LLP
Dr. Oz, I used the black salve recommended to me from a well known friend. I had breast cancer
and the black salve worked. I was diagnosed with breast cancer and in an attempt to try
everything out there, after I was diagnosed , but before I tried chemo, the cancer came out. I don't
believe it is a cure all for every cancer but it is an alternative. Your guest that was on T.V., got
scared and she panicked , I understand that as well, however , you need to have someone that
completed the process. The hole ,wherever it is on your body, with the exception of the nose
because of the shape of the nose itself, does fill in. My experience was remarkable and it saved
my life . I know that is hard to believe, but their is more to this story. Maybe, you should have
someone on your show that it worked on, so that a much more informed decision could be made.
Sincerely,
Janice Gillock
Like · Reply · 12 · May 10, 2017 9:55am

Tina Chandler

My friend used the black salve on her nose, it got the cancer out, the hole healed over
completely. Her picture was used in this episode claiming disfigurement... a bunch of rubbish!!!
Like · Reply · 10 · May 10, 2017 2:32pm

Kathy Matthew
Tina Chandler - exactly! they have taken a few photos of later healed skins, and made it look like
an end results without the true story!
Like · Reply · 6 · May 10, 2017 5:13pm

Marcia Osborn ·
Casuarina High School
My girlfriend used it on the tip of her nose. It ate a huge area away and it all healed back
beautifully. You wouldnt be able to tell anything had happened. This stuff is soooo great it is
scaring the shit out of the medical industry.

Like · Reply · 4 · May 10, 2017 8:44pm

Teresa Cline ·
Old Killingly High School
CBD oil works, you need to test and share... Cause your one of very few doctors that actually
cares about the health of all people.
Like · Reply · 2 · May 10, 2017 11:17am

Patricia Stallard
I have salved a couple of spots that came up and they healed beautiful. I also know of a lot of
people that have salved more intense places and they recovered well too, yes I looks scary
sometimes but it heals beautiful and you can be sure there is nothing left underneath. Before
stating things like you did, you beter educated yourself indepht on black salve or is it that you are
afraid loosing customers? Looks like the Big Pharma attitude to me.
Like · Reply · 9 · May 10, 2017 1:28pm

Tina Chandler

I have successfully used black salve on my face and back to remove skin.cancers. Healed over
completely. The salve only reacts to abnormal and cancerous cells. It does not react on healthy
skin. It actually awakens your immune system into recognizing the bad cells and it's your
immune system that pulls and draws it out. They only show the in between stages, which is a
scare tactic. Would be the same if they only showed the surgical process of a Dr removing skin
cancer and not showing the healed process. The salve does not burn, or melt your skin off. This
is all rubbish!
Like · Reply · 7 · May 10, 2017 2:52pm

Anne Elliot ·
R.N. at Sydney San, Moora, Dr's surgery
Tina Chandler SO TRUE!! The salve needs only ONE application, with skin on questionable
area lightly punctured to allow salve to penetrate. (I've seen where people apply it two or three
times and then that can cause a problem.) When used and applied as instructed, there are NO
problems. Only responds to malignant tissue, and when it lifts the growth out, the hole
completely re granulates with little to no scarring. Have used it multiple times myself and will
continue to do so. Absolutely amazing and so much better than huge cuts and scars by
conventional medicine that in many instances DO NOT remove all the malignancy. Get real Dr
Oz and present the truth, not some sensationalised rubbish.
Like · Reply · 3 · May 10, 2017 8:45pm

Helen Kimball-Brooke ·
Centre for Homeopathic Education
Tina Chandler Absolutely! And what is the difference between using black salve and surgery?
Surgery also leaves a large gaping hole, which the surgeons close with stitches and it leaves a
nasty scar (I have evidence of this on my left leg). At least the hole left from black salve, if used
correctly, heals naturally and leaves little or no scar.
Like · Reply · 1 · May 11, 2017 4:01am

Melody Roberts Palmer ·
Works at University of Virginia
I had a stroke in 2009 when I was only 42. My medical staff did not believe that I was having a
stroke because of my age. Now we know strokes are not for just old people. Melody Palmer
CHARLOTTESVILLE VA
Like · Reply · May 10, 2017 3:01pm

Pasqua Jackson Hensley ·
Pastor's Wife at New Hope Baptist Church
I don't know if they still sell it, but three or four years ago my mother in law bought black salve
at Walmart.
Like · Reply · May 10, 2017 3:10pm

Laurie McLean Crooker
I don't know anything about Black Salve. However, the reason people are looking for other
products for treating cancer is because chemo and radiation are a big lie. Why don't you tell the
public the truth about those treatments? They have a 2.1% success rate. Wow! I know why
because Big Pharma, and the FDA are all on the same team of making medical care a big
business. Sorry, I support alternative cancer care and would much rather figure it out myself than
go through conventional treatment for cancer.
Like · Reply · 7 · May 10, 2017 3:33pm

Kimberly Harthcock Chandler
I have successfully used black salve on my face and arm to remove skin.cancers. Healed over
complete
Like · Reply · 5 · May 10, 2017 3:49pm

Kathy Matthew
All I can say is that Im very disappointed in the Show now - what a biased story - and not fully
investigated properly Where you paid the big $$$$ to blacken this successful cure?
At least point out that yes, if you buy a product that may be a cheap knockoff (and we know that
the big pharma can do this just to cause chaos!) AND if the proper protocols are not followed
properly (yes there are proper instructions!) - there will be issues like all things in life people use
But its a successful 'cure' for many cell problems
I will now be questioning everything that goes on your show (not that I didnt before, but VERY
weary of what you preach)
Like · Reply · 5 · May 10, 2017 5:18pm · Edited

Tammy Petruccelli ·
Independent Distributor at Young Living Essential Oils

Very disappointed in the bias from this episode. Come back home to Hockessin Dr. Oz, I'll show
you the tumor that was removed, it's in a jar, along with how well I am healing. And all my tests.
I have cured my diagnosis wholly - organically.
Like · Reply · 4 · May 10, 2017 5:33pm · Edited

Konrad Poniewierski ·
Gold Coast, Queensland
Dr OZ. I do not say much. And I generally say nothing. In this instance , you are a dick head and
an FDA puppet. As with anything, misuse and lack of understanding causes problems. I am
totally satisfied with my results. Traditional Doctors never found my issue. I will never be cut ,
poisoned or burned . The gross images are a part of the process. In my instance, the shin in the
healed area is new . Concern youself with issuse like Mercury in vaccines ( apparently a
preservative ? ) , GMO ( pestercide & herbicide contamination ) and Flouride . To name a few.
Like · Reply · 3 · May 10, 2017 6:12pm

Merlin Lockand Safe ·
Sumrall, Mississippi
This is a very ignorant statement by Oz! Good grief...black salve works! I've used it for 15 years
now... Yes there is cheap junk I won't purchase... If something is not approved by FDA or
USDA. Whenever. You know it probably works! The big pharma is one of the biggest crimes in
this once great country,. http://www.blacksalveinfo.com
Like · Reply · 4 · May 10, 2017 7:22pm

Peter Caulton ·
CEO at World Stages
The pharma industryy has got to him. I use this stuff and it works terrifically. Don"t believe this
shill.
Like · Reply · 3 · May 10, 2017 7:29pm

Janne Mason ·
The University of Newcastle, Australia
It is so sad to see this mis representation of the truth. We used to be able to trust investigative
shows like this in the past.
I have been using black salve for 8 years and have treated many skin cancers of various sizes.
Yes, when the cancer falls out there is a deep crevice for a small period of time depending on
how big the cancerous spot was HOWEVER the skin always in my experience has filled in

quickly and withIn a few months looks completely normal again. I have treated a cancer on my
face that kept coming back after having tried Aldara cream that the skin specialist prescribed. I
the...See More
Like · Reply · 1 · May 10, 2017 7:31pm

Laura Denise
My dog was dying of cancer. Instead of making him weak with surgery, chemo or radiation, I
treated him like I would myself. His diet was changed to what a dog would eat wild (all raw
meat.. and he grazes the grass when he needs roughage). And we used bloodroot or black salve
to attack his tumors. He has more energy now at 8 then he did at 5. Once he beat cancer, I found
an itchy spot on me. I used the salve. It reacted showing me I had abnormal cancerous tissue. A
mammogram couldn't pick it up (too small yet to be seen). If a doc can't see it with their "high
tech" equipmebt, then they couldn't even diagnose me. I am taking care of it myself with the
salve. It's working wonderfully. Would you treat your family with chemo, surgery or radiation?
Because I trust salve to recommend to all my friends and family. Dr Oz is a western doctor, a
shill for big pharma and FDA. You aren't to be trusted.
Like · Reply · 1 · May 10, 2017 7:58pm

Greg Wilson ·
Burwood High School
If you have used black salve you know ths truth. Dr oz is a pharma shill. Anyone that lies when it
comes to health should be hung from the highest places.
Dribble Oz has anyone ever died from black salve, how many people die from cutting out
cancers. Wake up asshole.
Like · Reply · 2 · May 10, 2017 8:01pm

Gavin Hanrahan ·
Curtin University
Open your eyes and listen Dr Oz - black salve works, it may not be for everyone, due to the pain
at times and the messy process, but that is just the way it works. Rotting the skin, what a joke,
why don't you follow through with some of the many thousands of people who have successfully
used black salve. Is this just about the money???????
Like · Reply · 1 · May 10, 2017 8:06pm

Jonathon Byson

I am so sorry that Dr. Oz does not clearly both sides of the issue. My husband died cause he went
the way of the drs. When I got cancer I refused and I used the black salve correctly and I am
happy to report I am cancer free and enjoying life!!!
Like · Reply · 2 · May 10, 2017 8:08pm

Jan Fitzpatrick ·
Account Executive at N2 Publishing
A small pink mole behind my knee suddenly got bigger. I used black salve and the after care
cream. I followed the directions and it healed well. Seems like you did not make a thorough
scientific evaluation of this product!
Like · Reply · 1 · May 10, 2017 8:11pm

Marcia Osborn ·
Casuarina High School
Wrong, wrong, wrong. Best product around!!
Like · Reply · 2 · May 10, 2017 8:40pm

Bob Nicoll ·
Musician/composer/teacher at Self-Employed
I successfully removes a basal cell carcinoma on my nose with b;ack salve. No rot, no
disfigurement. My wife has also used it successfully. Never any adverse reactions. Dr. Oz you
are dead wrong.
Like · Reply · 2 · May 10, 2017 8:56pm

Maeve Smith
you have no permission to use my pictures you have stolen off internet privategroup and
profile and having used salve to successfully remove over300 tumors ,and go from stage 4
to stage 1, see you in court Dr oz, and the real truth about salve will be shared , you false
lying doctor.
Like · Reply · 2 · May 10, 2017 9:59pm

Mike Taylor

let's say this is a harmful substance. y do so many fall 4 this? i have to blame big pharma &
conventional medicine. they have lost so much credibility by harassing integrative MDs &
alternative practitioners whose therapies work as well or better than conventional medicine. dr
burzynski & his cancer treatment, dr jonathan wright & his integrative clinic that has
successfully treated many patients that weren't helped by conventional medicine, r just a few
examples. so y would anyone believe big pharma or conventional MDs?
Like · Reply · May 10, 2017 11:24pm

Pilan Sue Butts ·
Works at Artist
As a child and teenager I worked in the fields harvesting vegetables for my families business. I was
exposed to sun at an early age. 50 years later I develop a spot on my leg. I go to the doctor she says it's
Basel cell and its easy to get rid of. She burns the spot and it heals. 2 years later same spot start growing.
By this time I had already had a lumpectomy for a small cancer. Also, but after my lumpectomy I started
learning more about cancer and did what I could changing my diet etc. I found out about bs through an
acquaintance. I put a small dab on my leg where the cancer came back. 10 days all gone healed up great
and have used it on other Basel cell spots.
Dr Oz Marijuana has been demonized for decades and now big pharmacy has gotten to the point of
making a synthetic pill for chemo patients nausea. Plus all the horrific seizures little children and adults
had to endure because AMA is married to Big Pharma and they rejected the healing properties of
Marijuana. Now, they're after black salve.
The history is clear on why it's taken so long for Marijuana to finally be used for medical purposes. Dr Oz
you are on the wrong side and there are countless proof BS does work and have saved lives. It's so easy
to cherry pick and this is what you had to do. How many times have a person died from using black salve
and please put this number up against people that have had chemo and been cut and died. Cancer
comes back because it has roots. Stop trying to fool people because we know. Or maybe you are trying
hard to cater to big pharma and save your life????

Like · Reply · 1 · May 11, 2017 8:20am

Beverly Driskell
A friend who is a long time nurse turned me on to black salve. Another friend uses it all the time
on skin cancers.NONE of us have ever been left with a gaping whole. And if that were the case,
don't doctors CUT AWAY cancers, thus leaving a gaping hole? Some of the photos the OZVideo
leads off with show someone rubbing a large area with the salve. You would only put it on the
small area being treated.. If it is a larger area you need more medical help/advice. And as for

breast cancer, if needed you need pain meds while it is being removed by black salve. But the
good stuff does work, probably...See More
Like · Reply · May 11, 2017 9:17am

Ryan Vayda
You have lied is the only conclusion I can come to Dr. OZ. Your information is fake. Real black
salve does not burn like a cigar in minutes. If you found this, you should investigate the formula
used because people are purposely hurting others. But you don't really care about helping people
do you? Instead you breed fear from people helping themselves. You are not trying to help
others. This showed clearly. False unsubstantiated claims that are meant to make people fear
something that you most likely know works. Or you are lazy and let others tell you what the
problem is instead of investigating for your self. It's a shame that people are blinded by you, the
WOLF in sheep's clothing, leading others astray. I am still in shock out the falsity of your
reporting. If you can do this with something I know we'll, how can I trust anything else you say?
I can't but you don't care do you?
Like · Reply · May 11, 2017 9:17am

Lynn Armstrong Bowman ·
Legal Assistant at Working at a Law Office
You are wrong! I have experienced the positive effect of using black salve. Of course the
pictures you show, are extreme and at some point, these people need to use common sense when
applying Black Salve! This is a broad view and unfortunately because of who you are, People
believe your miss-information! I USED it and removed BCC from my head! BOOM! No cutting,
no Mohs (Lord help those who continue to cut away at tissue "hoping" to get it all!) Black salve
only works IF you actually have cancer, so fear not, putting it on a "spot" that isn't actually
cancer, it does NOTHING! OR if it ...See More
Like · Reply · May 11, 2017 9:35am

Janice Crabtree-Rastberger
I've used Amazon Black Salve on my forehead, nose, breast, and arm with success. The reason I
looked for an alternative treatment for basil cell was because I had Mohs Surgery on my face and
it left a scar with webbing. I have to look at it everyday with regrets.
Before I used the salve, I tested a healthy spot on my arm and nothing happened. Yes, it does
have a burning sensation sometimes and you can feel it drawing the abnormal cells to one place
forming the scab. When scab falls off, you do have a hole but it heals back up. It's very important
to follow the directions and use the correct strength. I bought the milder strength because it was
for skin cancer and it definitely worked.

Like · Reply · 21 hrs

Thomas Von Ohlen
Hey Dr Oz, where is the outrage when a pharma drug melts off 90% of your skin?
http://www.naturalnews.com/2017-05-10-fda-approved-anti...
Sell out!
Like · Reply · 20 hrs

Janice Carey
I grew a mole on top of another mole, like a small nose on a face. I used black salve to remove it.
If you don't cover with an ointment such as vaseline and a bandage, it can be too uncomfortable.
The roots were extensive since I felt the black salve working not just at the application site but
downwards from the mole in line to my kideys. When the mole dropped out, I put it in the
freezer, Of the entire piece, the part with the mole grew higher, double than the surrounding
tissue. It's not something I would ever use for face, neck or any exposed body part as it does scar
and scar deeply. However, if a doctor had cut out this mole out, how would the doctor know that
he or she had gotten all the root? What was left would surely be a problem. I had cancer and
cancer surgery in 1999. This mole came 6 years later, it has not returned. I have been cancer free
since.
Like · Reply · 19 hrs

Joseph Ultimo ·
Works at Convergys
You and your staff lied. I don't know what your agenda is, but you definitely have one. Not sure
if your staff are aware, maybe they think they are actually protecting people too. What you did
was wrong, and everyone involved should be ashamed of themselves. Flat out lies and
manipulation with no substantiated facts at all. As a Dr., you had to be aware that the "evidence"
you portrayed was not proof at all. What's the formula of each product that hurt people? Some of
the pictures you used to show Black Salve as something to fear had stories of success and
follow-up photo's of success. Why did you not let the audience know that? You and every staff
member who reviewed the facebook groups have taken people's personal and private journeys
with cancer to satisfy your agenda.
Your agenda used photos meant to show healing against the product that has helped these people.
That is just wrong and a complete manipulation of your audience with intent. If I didn't read
about the journeys these people were on and see their success and the love the members in the
group have for each other, I never would be upset. But I have been reading them for years and
have use salve myself, even testing it on normal skin for over 24 hours with no reaction at all.
But according to you it should have burned a hole in my skin. But it didn’t, why? So, I know you

are a liar and your staff are involved too. This lie is WRONG. The people who are helping each
other based on their knowledge and experience using black salve are loving and kind. You
painted them as quacks and made America believe your lie. What a gross display of slander, but
they are the bad guys, and you are on a quest to protect us. I just don't understand you and those
who were involved with you on this. It is such a blatant lie. You all read these posts yet deny all
the amazing things you saw there. This shouldn’t be allowed to happen, ever.
Like · Reply · May 11, 2017 3:09pm

Cee Mitch ·
Works at Ferris State University
Do you read these comments ?
Like · Reply · May 11, 2017 4:56pm

Diane Marie Clark ·
Farmville University
It's not always the fear of doctors that causes people to search for other more natural cures. I didn't
have fears of dermatologists until they started making these huge scars on my face. Years ago the
military refused to believe the mark on my face was Basal cell, even after at least 3 biopsies confirmed it
was. It took nearly a year before it was removed and in that time it had grown significantly. Since then I
have had 5 more spots on my face in the following years and also elsewhere. Scars are disheartening
anywhere on the body, but the face is tough. With 2 major prior surgical removals on my face, I was
scared to have the VA take the 3 new spots. They were tiny. So when I saw those spots I searched for
natural cures and found out about black salve. I went to a local health store and she said you had to be
extremely careful when using it. It would burn the area where the basal cell cancer was and then it
would scab over. Be cautious to only use the exact amount you needed and immediately wash hands.
That worried me a bit and since it was a little expensive, I just didn't feel right so I didn't buy it. Instead I
opted for the hatchet job. You can't choose who does the surgery with the VA. You just have to hope it's
your lucky day. It was not my lucky day. Those tiny spots made a mess and caused permanent numbness
and noticeable scars, which luckily I can cover if my bangs stay in place. The other scars also an inch or
longer are less noticeable. I do not like looking like Dr. Frankenstein was my dermatologist. If you, Dr. Oz
had not devoted show time on the dangers of this black salve, I definitely would have used the black
salve. I promised myself no more surgeries on my face. It's just basal cell and as the military explained,
it's only a nuisance cancer, no biggie, no concern - although it seems some think it's more than that.

Anyway, after the last hatchet job I quit looking for spots and will just live with them. They are much,
much less noticeable.
Like · Reply · May 11, 2017 5:24pm

Anne Macarthur-King ·
Creative Designer at Jewellery Originals
I am disappointed that Dr Oz has made this report on his show. The photos always look dramatic in the
treatment phase but where are the photos when healed ?
So biased is this report one could think it was paid for by vested interests.
I am a trained nurse and I have used the salve successfully many times with no scarring.
If only the medical profession would recognise the salve as a useful treatment and supervise the use of
it, people would not have to go it alone.
I believe that people have the right to choose their treatment and take responsibility for the outcome.
Many othodox medical treatments are painful and disfiguring and sometimes result in death when
cancers are not completely removed because the human eye cannot detect the full extent of the cancer.
The salve always detects it all, that is why it can be surprising how extensive the unseen cancer is.
Are you so scared of the pharmaceutical/medical power that you cannot provide a balanced report ?
Like · Reply · 18 hrs

Marci Timothy ·
Phoenix, Arizona
I understand the need for commercial interruptions, but do they have to be SO LOUD? They are so much
louder than the videos themselves that I'm forced to constantly adjust the volume. Please fix this or at
least prevent the problem in future videos. Thanks.
Like · Reply · 7 hrs · Edited
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